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In 2019 the PYA was approached by more than 135 members of crew requesting
urgent advice from the PYA Members’ Assistance Team, with numbers increasing in 2020.
Many of the issues were contract related or due to the crew member not having a contract
at all, particularly those working on private yachts. We decided to ask crew a range of
questions to get a better understanding of how widespread the problems are, the types
of contracts being issued, the quality of those contracts and the conditions under which
they had been provided.
Having no contract at all, or only an inadequate one, can result in misunderstandings on both
sides. Sometimes crew don’t know what is expected of them or in some cases may end up
being treated unfairly by their employers. The PYA’s aim is to promote the use of fair and
equitable contracts which are adhered to, thus ensuring protection for both parties.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
It is encouraging to see that more yacht crew appear to have some form of formal contract than in the past.
• There are still AT LEAST 15% of the crew who are employed on private yachts and commercial yachts who do not have adequate protection by having a reasonable description of their responsibilities and the owner’s obligations to them.
• Correct procedures are quite often not undertaken at the time of employment to ensure the crew-member has a full understanding of his responsibilities and rights at time of signature of the contract.
• Late payment of salaries is a common occurrence.
• Non-payment of the full final salary, holiday due, expenses or repatriation costs remains something that occurs frequently.
• Bad practice does still take place and crew, even when within their rights and sometimes when they have a contract,
are not correctly treated by their employers.
The PYA is often contacted by crew, who despite having contracts, are in situations where the owners, captains and, sometimes
even management companies, are not prepared to act according to the terms of the contract.
More often than not, once the PYA is able to advise the crew member how to handle the situation, the correct outcome is
achieved. The PYA will, of course, also advise the crew member when, he/she is in the wrong.
We asked for some comments at the end of the survey and a selection can be found on page 16 which show that bad practice
still remains in the industry.
The PYA is committed to educating YACHT CREW and OWNERS alike that a reasonable and detailed contract will help to
ensure the smooth and professional management of their yachts and protect both parties from dispute.

RESULTS SUMMARY - MAY 2020
SURVEY COMPLETION
• 411 crew members started the survey
• 370+ completed it

RESPONDENTS

220 PYA members

25 GEPY members

46 Italian Yacht
Master members

120 Non-members

RESULTS SUMMARY - MAY 2020

DEPARTMENTS
74% Deck/Navigation Crew
16% Engineering Crew
10% Interior, Catering & Management

POSITION ONBOARD
47% Captains
15% Deck officers
15% Engineers
23% Interior crew, chefs & deckhands

RESULTS SUMMARY - MAY 2020
YACHT SIZE
The size of the yachts the respondents worked on represented a good
cross-section of the industry.

RESULTS SUMMARY - MAY 2020
FLAG REGISTRATION
63% of the yachts are registered under:
• UK: 13%
• Malta: 16%
• Cayman Island: 34%
Others included: Isle of Man, France, Luxembourg, Italy, Spain, British Virgin Islands,
Marshall Islands, Bermuda, USA, Saudi Arabia, Jamaica, Cook Islands, Greece, St Vincent
& Grenadines, Belize, Australia, Channel Islands, Bahamas, Croatia, Turkey, Netherlands,
Ireland, Portugal, Qatar.

RESULTS SUMMARY - MAY 2020
PRIVATE VS CHARTER CREW
67% of the respondents work on private yachts.

CREW CONTRACTS SUMMARY
CHARTER YACHTS (118 RESPONDENTS)
Standard Seafarer Employment Agreement (SEA) issued:
• 85% (yes)
• 15% (no)
More detailed employment contract issued (in addition to SEA)
• 47% (yes)
• 53% (no)
Conclusion:		 		
Surprisingly 15% of crew working on commercial yachts do not have a standard SEA.
Of those with standard SEAs, more than 50% do not have additional contracts outlining the terms and conditions in more detail in their particular case.
Note: It has to be taken into account that some respondents may not have understood the
difference between a standard SEA and an agreement with another name. However, from
the answers above it is concerning to see that 15% of crew are without an SEA of some description in place.

CREW CONTRACTS SUMMARY

PRIVATE YACHTS (264 RESPONDENTS)
• Crew Employment Agreements (CEA)					84%
• Simple letter of appointment/agreement		
9%
• No agreement								
6%
Conclusion:
From the data it appears that a large proportion of private yacht
crew do now have a contract but 15% still have either no contract
at all or an inadequate one.

CREW CONTRACTS SUMMARY

CORRECT CONTRACTUAL PROCEDURE
Answered by 294 respondents (82% of total) who have Agreements of some sort.
• 96% read the agreement before signing it.
• 62% said that their rights & responsibilities were explained to them before signing.
• 19% said that they were NOT given sufficient time to seek advice before signing.
• 28% said that there were some terms in the agreement which they were NOT happy
with but they signed anyway.
• 10% were not given a copy of the signed contract.
Conclusion:
The data suggests that although many crew are now given Crew agreements of some
sort, the correct procedures are not consistently being followed and crew are not
always entirely happy with the terms of the contract offered but sign anyway.

CREW CONTRACTS SUMMARY
RESPONDENTS WITH NO CONTRACT
Answered by 65 respondents (12% of total) who have no written agreement.
• 50% of the respondents asked for a contract when they applied for the job.
• 69% said that some of the other crew on board did have contracts.
• 35% said that that they, or some of their crew members had problems on board
because they had no written agreement.
• 41% of those problems were resolved satisfactorily.
Conclusion: 			
Some crew are still willing to work without a contract in place.
More than one third of the crew in this situation had problems on board due to not
having precise terms in the form of an agreement and only 40% of the problems were
resolved satisfactorily as far as the crew member was concerned.

GENERAL CONTRACTUAL QUESTIONS
GENERAL QUESTIONS
28% of 372 respondents said that they had at some time turned down a job
because they would not have been given a contract.
36% of 340 respondents said that they had at some time turned down a job
because they were not happy with the terms of the contract (not financial terms).

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES ENCOUNTERED

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES ENCOUNTERED

PYA RELATED QUESTIONS
PYA QUESTIONS
68% of 331 respondents knew of the existence of the PYA Members’ Assistance
Service. (216 PYA members took part).
24% of those had already contacted the PYA for advice or assistance of some type.
92% of 304 respondents felt this service is an important part of why they joined or
might join the PYA in the future.

RESPONDENT COMMENTS
“It seems that an SEA on private vessels doesn’t carry much weight and if a dismissal is
wanted by owner or captain, there isn’t much that you as a crew member can do about it.
Some silly excuse would be given and you as a crew member do not want to fight it,
because one, you don’t want to taint your reputation as a seafarer by going up against a
captain who can reduce your name to garbage in the industry and as new job opportunity is
80% are referenced based and 20% of reading the actual resume or two, you don’t have the
financial capability to fight it legally as you will be going up against billionaires. “
“Owners don’t want to commit to a contract. But you want the job. So, you acquiesce. Then
they take advantage and change terms according to their whims.”
“Owners and captains need to understand this is 2-way agreement.”
“Clearly there are some owners and operators who do not see complete employment
contracts as being important / they do not know the obligations they have, or feel that they
can sidestep their contractual obligations. I have been lucky enough to have had good
employers and management companies. However, newcomers to the industry are often
ill-informed of their rights, or simply do not know how to counter adverse situations relating to
their contract (if present). I’m happy PYA offer the service they do”
“Crew contracts on private yachts seem pointless if crew can never afford, financially or
emotionally, to stand up to these huge management companies with multiple in house
lawyers. If crew are cheated out of a few thousand euros, then it’s well below the costs of
trying to get it back. Management companies like mine know that too.”
forcing crew out of the industry and causing them a lot of financial and emotional damage”

RESPONDENT COMMENTS
“Most of my issues with contracts were when I was younger and on smaller vessels. I find
that larger yachts with professional management companies are not an issue. Though that
does not mean management companies set up by the owner of the yacht.”
“Crew need protection, some yachts management and some captains get away with literally
forcing crew out of the industry and causing them a lot of financial and emotional damage”
“I’ve had multiple issues of unfair treatment due to lack of contract or a one-sided contract,
particularly in my early career on smaller yachts. More recently I’ve experienced larger
private yachts being unwilling to offer even the most basic terms that would be required in a
MLC SEA. I consider the terms of the MLC the minimum basic standards that all yacht crew
should be entitled to and flag states should create an MLC facsimile for private yachts. The
lack of requirements on private yachts creates a complete ‘wild west’ environment where
anything goes, and those without the power i.e. crew are greatly disadvantaged. I hope the
PYA’s push for contractual fairness succeeds.”
“Captains use bullying and intimidation in contract negotiations- in my case when pushing
for a contract I was told to back off and keep in mind my partner works as an officer on a sister”

RESPONDENT COMMENTS
“At the present time, I am holding captain position but with different levels that I have been
served in yachting, entire of my career I had an impression that the Seafarers Employment
Contracts provide by neither crew employment companies nor directly owners are not secure
the seafarers probably. There a minority chance that you can have really well covered
contract for both parties especially if it’s charter yachts but the privately owned ones are
really need an attention. I will not to hesitate to share my employment company name which
is xxxxxxxxx, I am receiving two pages contract. First page is personal details and
employment periods, the second page is terms and conditions that we are agreeing. This
contract is for all departments including captains one same seasonal or permanent
employment. I needed to really push many times to get paid for unpaid deserved holiday for
my seasonal crew, after a big discussion they paid one seasonal contract period. Following
years instead of they paying this earned holidays, the owner has chosen to include this
unpaid holidays into the notice period. The employment company didn’t support me to
perform fair boat management, they don’t have any solution that they brings on to the table
to negotiate. I never experienced two pages MLC SEA’s till I face with xxxxxxx!
To prevent all this rule bending contracts, there should be a compulsory agreement forms
agreed by all the flag states for private and charter yachts to bring the industry into the
professional way of management.”
“It’s really down to the individual to make sure they are happy with what they are walking into
before they do!!! Take responsibility for your own actions !!!! if you leave it until after you
have joined, you only have two choices, stay and put up or leave”
Please note: The opinions above are of the respondents to the survey are not written by the PYA.

For any questions or enquiries related to this survey,
please contact the PYA team on info@pya.org.

